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ABSTRACT

Most previous theories of tornado dynamics have implied a balance

in the angular momentum equation between mean inflow and turbulent

outflow. Evidence is introduced from analysis of both real tornado

and laboratory vortex data that the eddy radial angular momentum flux

is inward, however, so that an important element of the balance is the

surface frictional drag. An alternative theory is then proposed, based

on inviscid dynamic equations which can be solved under the constraint

of suitable lower frictional boundary conditions. The solutions are

obtained numerically, and only for an unsaturated vortex similar to

a dust devil, but the approach and some of the results are believed to

be extendable to the more complex saturated case. The solution clarifies

to some extent the meaning and validity of the cyclostrophic and hydro-

static approximations in tornado and other vortex conditions, and indi-

cates that the central surface pressure can be equated, to a first ap-

proximation, with that calculated from the hydrostatic assumption. Such

hydrostatic calculations from a real tornado proximity sounding suggest

that the observed surface intensities are in large part produced by dry

downdraft air in the vortex core. The genesis and evolutionary processes

of tornadic circulations are discussed in connection with the angular

momentum sources provided by the immediate environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The tornado phenomenon is unique in the science of meteorology

in being an element of frequent disaster-causing potential whose

basic internal dynamics are largely unknown. The unsatisfactory

state of knowledge is mainly due to the difficulty of making

quantitative observations on a phenomenon which is rare in occurrence

at any given location, short-lived, and highly destructive to ordi-

nary instruments and other human fabrications. The only reasonably

complete quantitative measurements of the velocity fields in a tor-

nado are those Hoecker (1960) obtained by analysis of motion picture

films of a tornado in Dallas, Texas, and they are restricted to the

lowest few hundred meters. Perhaps because of the paucity of real

data many investigators have attempted laboratory simulation of tornado-

like vortices. It is relatively easy to produce intense vortices in

the laboratory which at least superficially resemble tornadoes. Only

a few investigators (Turner 1966, Chang 1969) have published adequate

quantitative descriptions, however. A number of theoretical models of

tornado-like vortices have appeared in the literature, and in several

cases elegant analytical or numerical solutions to plausible systems of

equations have been exhibited (Long 1961; Gutman 1957; Kuo 1966, 1967;

Fendell & Coats 1967; Lewellen 1962). There is reason to believe, how-

ever, that none of these contain all of the essential qualities of the

natural phenomena.

In the second section of this paper we review certain existing

theories, and introduce a proposed alternative, for predicting the char-

acteristic radial length scale of tornado vortices. An analysis of
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boundary layer data from both Hoecker's real tornado and Chang's

laboratory experiments on turbulent vortices brings out some unexpected

features of the angular momentum balance and suggests that the effects

of radial friction forces may have been distorted in previous theoreti-

cal work. It is then suggested that to a first approximation, radial

friction and diffusion terms may be ignored in favor of improved treat-

ment of the surface boundary layer.

Section 3 contains a theoretical investigation of the inviscid

steady state equations of atmospheric vortex dynamics. It appears pos-

sible to obtain solutions which fit realistic frictional and environ-

mental boundary conditions, although they contain certain unrealistic

features in the vortex core. A simple example is shown, which may be

relevant to the dust devil problem. Saturated motion, important in

tornadoes and waterspouts, introduces additional complications but is

believed to be amenable to discussion in terms of the dry-adiabatic

model. A dry, warm, descending core, essentially analogous to the eye

of a tropical cyclone, may be a unique feature of moist vortices.

The existence of a dynamical model which can satisfy boundary con-

ditions allows for a reasonably concrete discussion of energy sources

for tornadoes, which is presented in Section 4. In the light of the

inviscid model results it is shown that hydrostatic reasoning is ade-

quate to explain the central pressure of a tornado or other strong
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vortex in terms of its mean temperature excess. From analysis of a

selected tornado proximity sounding a central pressure deficit of

about 100 mb can be fully explained as a consequence of moist ascent

and dry core descent, as also recently concluded by Gray (1969). The

ability of the tornado system to produce an extremely high surface

energy density by means of the energy-consuming dry descent process

remains to be fully explained.

In Section 5 we consider, in a somewhat more speculative vein,

the genesis and evolutionary processes of tornadic circulations, and

their necessarily close connection with the angular momentum sources

provided by the immediate environment.

2. THE RADIAL SCALE AND THE BOUNDARY LAYER

Observations of tornadoes (Hoecker 1960), dust devils (Sinclair

1964) and laboratory vortices (Turner 1966; Chang 1969) agree that

the tangential velocity profile is qualitatively similar to that of

a Rankine combined vortex, and that strong vertical velocities exist

in and above the lower boundary layer. Efforts at theoretical explana-

tion of these phenomena usually produce expressions for the characteris-

tic radial scale of the Rankine-type vortex, the radius of maximum

tangential velocity. Burgers (1948) and Rott (1958) exhibit an exact

radially-symmetric solution of the incompressible steady state Navier-

Stokes equations for a constant density fluid undergoing uniform hori-

zontal convergence and vertical divergence, i.e. y = = D a constant.

Their solution for the tangential velocity field is TV=·CI )- € ,

where f7, is the angular momentum at infinite radius and 4[= J(J/D)

with 9 the coefficient of kinematic viscosity. The radius, R, of the



maximum tangential velocity,V , is ^ 1.13"q . In this solutionmax

vortex motion is produced in the tangential velocity field if an

external angular momentum source is present, but the vortex produces

no interaction whatever in the radial and vertical velocities. This

decoupling of the motion fields is due to neglect of the frictional

drag of the lower boundary. That neglect appears to be a fatal flaw

for application to atmospheric vortices.

Long (1961) shows that the same set of equations has similarity

solutions along conical surfaces r/z = constant. The limitations of

these solutions are discussed by Long and by Lewellen (1962). Again

there appears to be great difficulty in satisfying real boundary

conditions. Lewellen attempts to solve this problem by means of a

series solution in powers of a small parameter which may be identified

with the ratio of the boundary layer depth to the vortex radius. A

variation of his method was used by Turner (1966) in rationalizing the

results of a laminar laboratory vortex. The method is not apparently

useful, however, for very high Reynolds number flows.

Strong atmospheric vortices normally involve buoyancy driving

forces, so that the above-mentioned theories for homogeneous fluids are

at best incomplete in this respect. Fendell and Coats (1967) attempt

to remedy this deficiency by means of a similarity solution closely re-

lated to that of a laminar heated plume. The similarity relations hold

only if the environmental angular momentum increases as the square root

of the height above the origin. This is a very stringent condition not

easily realized in a physical system.
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The solutions obtained by Gutman (1957) and Kuo (1966) are

closely related to those of Burgers and Rott, but they also con-

tain buoyancy terms. The radius of maximum velocity in these solu-

tions is proportional to the ratio E I/ [. )/% , where 9 is

the potential (or equivalent potential) temperature and E is an

assumed coefficient of eddy viscosity. The close relationship of

this result to that of Burgers and Rott is clear when we note that

the vertical divergence in the Gutman and Kuo solutions is propor-

tional to the square root of the static instability. As in the

previous cases these solutions do not fit frictional boundary condi-

tions. Gutman's result exhibits a well-confined updraft, however,

with its maximum amplitude coincident with the vortex axis. Kuo (1967)

refines this solution slightly and also shows the existence of a

"two-cell" solution, in which the updraft region includes the tan-

gential velocity maximum and all the region outside of it, but the

vortex core contains a region of descent. Kuo's solution superfici-

ally resembles the flow pattern of Hoecker's observations. The

downdraft in the center is, however, cold. It is probable that a

cold downdraft inside a strong vortex is dynamically unstable to

outward displacements. More importantly, in a conditionally unstable

atmosphere there is no way to produce a cold downdraft except by

evaporation, and a concentration of liquid water sufficient to pro-

duce such an evaporating downdraft would quickly be thrown out of

the vortex by centrifugal action.

A key common feature of all the above-mentioned vortex solutions

is the role played by radial friction. A radial viscous term in a

Rankine-type vortex produces an outward flux of angular momentum
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which approaches a constant as r-+ C . In these models this outward

viscous flux is necessary to balance the inward flux of angular mo-

mentum by the mean radial motion. In the Gutman-Kuo models the ap-

propriate viscosity is an eddy viscosity which is assumed to be

constant with height and radius. This assumption stretches credibil-

ity somewhat, although related solutions might be obtainable for less

arbitrary spatial distributions of viscosity, provided it remains

positive. We will show evidence, however, that the turbulent radial

flux of angular momentum is, if anything, inward in the outer regions

of turbulent vortices produced both in the laboratory and the atmo-

sphere. This implies that surface drag must be a dominant term in

the gross angular momentum balance, while radial eddy fluxes are

mainly restricted to locally redistributing vorticity.

The evidence consists of an evaluation of terms of the mean angu-

lar momentum budgets for data from the 1957 Dallas tornado (Hoecker

1960, 1961) and from a laboratory-generated turbulent vortex (Chang

1969). The appropriate steady state conservation equation, ignoring

laminar viscosity, is

+ ( )(2.1)

where the barred terms are time averages and the terms on the right

involve the Reynolds stresses. Only the averages are present in the

data from either source, so that the relative magnitudes of the terms

on the right must remain partially speculative.
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Figures la, b show the tangential and vertical velocity distri-

butions obtained by Hoecker. These values were obtained by measure-

ments from, wovie film of a large number of debris and cloud fragment

trajectories, with the debris-measured vertical velocities corrected

for terminal fall velocities. Hoecker (1961) also estimated the

pressure field, based on the assumption of approximate cyclostrophic

balance. From these data, assuming a constant potential temperature

of 3000K in the boundary inflow region, the density and vertical mo-

mentum fields were computed and the radial momentum field determined

from the continuity equation in the form

.(r \+ t (2.2)

Computations were then made of the angular momentum balance in the

lowest 150m and inner 180m of radius. These are exhibited in Fig. 2.

The length and direction of the arrows along the boundaries of each

box represent the total advection of mean angular momentum inward, out-

ward, upward or downward across the corresponding surface. The values

at the centers of each box are the algebraic sums of the boundary fluxes

2 2
in units of ton m2/sec . Positive values indicate regions in which

angular momentum is being added to the mean flow by the turbulent fluxes

and negative values the reverse.

We first note the striking result that near the tangential velocity

maximum, above the lowest 30m, and in the overall average turbulent

fluxes are adding to the mean angular momentum of the boundary layer.

We must attibute this result to the effects of radial turbulent fluxes.
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The values are so large that very significant asymmetries of the

circulation must be present, possibly in the form of intense spiral

.bands or secondary inward-moving vortices. Two features of Hoecker's

profiles account for this rather surprising result. First is the

existence of a tangential velocity maximum in the lower levels

greater than can be accounted for by a Rankine vortex model. From

Hoecker's profiles, shown in Fig. 3, we see that the mean angular mo-

mentum increases inward at levels below 1000 ft. Hoecker noted this

tendency and commented on it, so we assume it was not an accidental

sampling error. Secondly, significant updraft velocities occur at

radii well outside the vortex core. In these regions net angular

momentum is being exported upward out of the boundary layer because

the updraft air has greater tangential velocity than the compensa-

tion convergent indraft. Both of these features can only be brought

about by some form of eddy flux convergence.

Both outside and inside the radius of maximum tangential velocity

the eddy flux diverges in the lowest layers. Whatever the mechanism

is that accounts for the momentum flux convergence elsewhere, it is

overwhelmed by surface drag and may also be replaced by outward eddy

diffusion in the vortex core. The aspect of Hoecker's profiles

that produces this calculated frictional loss of angular momentum

is simply that the maximum updraft in the lowest levels is on the

axis, well inside the tangential velocity maximum, and therefore carries

much less angular momentum upward than that brought in by the mean flow.
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If we believe Hoecker's data to be correct and representative, we

must draw from it some fairly definite conclusions on the magnitudes

and signs of radial and vertical eddy momentum fluxes in tornadoes. If

the radial eddy angular momentum flux could be approximated by an eddy

viscosity term, the appropriate definition would be

(2.3)

The derivative on the right side is negative near and outside the radius

of maximum tangential velocity. This expression indicates therefore

that if )) > 0 the flux should be positive (outward) and divergent in

the neighborhood of the velocity maximum. The observational evidence

requires, however, that the flux be convergent near and outside the ve-

locity maximum and negative in the outer radii. This indicated negative

flux in the outer part of the vortex corresponds to a negative eddy vis-

cosity and is consistent with the turbulent structure of other quasi-

two-dimensional flows constrained by rotation, such as the large scale

atmosphere. For other examples see Starr (1968).

The strong convergence near the velocity maximum may also be partly

produced by an outward flux inside it. The surface-generated turbulence

advected upward in this region probably is nearly isotropic and

can therefore produce a positive eddy viscosity coefficient. In the

core the radial flux will therefore be outward and probably divergent

in the inner region where v/r is decreasing according to Fig. 3. Sus-

pended dust and debris may also make important contributions to the

angular momentum budget near the velocity maximum.
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The laboratory measurements by Chang are made on a vortex pro-

duced by mechanical suction with a fixed inflow angular momentum

source. The resulting flow is in many respects different from

that in buoyancy-driven atmospheric vortices. The Reynolds num-

bers are large, however, of order 105, and the boundary layer is

probably turbulent. Figures 4 a, b show profiles of mean tangential

and radial velocity for a typical experiment. From these profiles

we have calculated the mean angular momentum flux balance in a

similar way as with the tornado data. Figure 5 shows the mean

fluxes and turbulent flux accumulations within the boundary layer.

The pattern is a little less clear-cut than in the tornado case,

partly because of the existence of a weak downflow region outside

the velocity maximum. Of the total angular momentum brought into

a 5 2
the boundary layer by mean inflow and downflow, ̂  7.1 10 cm /sec ,

about 42% is eliminated by eddy and viscous flux divergence, nearly

all of which occurs in the core. Just outside the velocity maximum

is a region of net eddy flux convergence, suggesting that some in-

ward eddy flux mechanisms may be present in the experiments, or at

least that the outward eddy flux in the core is suppressed at outer

radii. The angular momentum shows a corresponding distinct maximum

at all levels at the 7.6 cm radius.

Evaluation of the local values of the radial and vertical com-

ponent of the viscous derivatives indicates that the maximum value

of the radial term is about an order of magnitude less than that

of the vertical term. Thus the net effect of radial friction may

be of moderate significance in determining local velocity structure
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in the core, but the flux convergence at larger radii implies that

little or no angular momentum actually escapes from the vortex by

radial diffusion.

The above results suggest the plausibility of neglecting, to

a first approximation, the radial stresses. It is assumed therefore

that radial friction can be ignored, at least in the angular momen-

tum balance, as compared with the surface boundary layer drag. This

assumption leads to a different radial scaling from that obtained

by Gutman and Kuo. Since f , the environmental angular momentum,

has the same dimensions as , and in fact V,/- is a radial Reynolds

number, we consider the possibility that R, the radius of maximum

tantential velocity, is given by

S r  
(2.4)

where D is the vertical velocity divergence in the boundary layer

region and o( is a dimensionless constant. Since under Rankine vor-

tex conditions f = v R, Eq. (2.4) requires that
max

RDb max (2.5)

By continuity this is consistent with the expectation that in a frictional

boundary layer the inflow is roughly proportional to the tangential velocity.

Evaluation of the radial scale now devolves upon evaluation of the energy

source of the system, which determines the surface pressure deficit and

hence va , and upon evaluation of the angular momentum of the environment.ma x
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3. THE INVISCID MODEL EQUATIONS AND A SOLUTION

As shown by Yih (1965) the inviscid steady state dynamic equa-

tions can be combined into a single nonlinear Helmholtz-type equation.

From this equation we are able to obtain complete numerical solution of

the system which can be made to fit all boundary conditions.

The neglect of radial friction terms is paid for, however, by the

appearance of a singularity at the vortex center and some other

nonphysical features at small radii.

The equations of radial, tangential and vertical motion, con-

tinuity, and conservation of potential temperature (neglecting, for

the moment, condensation heating) in the radially symmetric forms

may be written

-Opp (3.1)

V r 0

g^a. +^ n - o ^ )
LA + L^ + 0 o (3.2)

+ a (w + - 3.3)

A- r-^ -0 (3.5)

where all symbols are previously or conventionally defined. From con-

sideration of Eq. (3.4) a Stokes stream function ? is defined such that
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- - _r - ~ rL - (3.6 )

Equations (3.2) and (3.5) state that the angular momentum and potential

temperature are conserved along a streamline, so that

t-rr I r} ( . (3.7)

By use of Eq. (3.6) and (3.7) we may recombine some of the terms

of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) into the forms

-a,) r or 0 , (3.8)

Equations (3.8) and (3.9) can now be written as a single total differen-

tial equation. It is then convenient to eliminate pressure in favor of

temperature, T, by means of the equation of state in differential form,

i.e.

T &de- (3.10)

After some further rearrangement we finally write the combined radial and

vertical equation of motion in the form of an equality between two func-

tions of f , that is

t +$4 - C-) (3.11)

Several other representations of this equation are possible and occasion-

ally convenient. By defining new velocity variables scaled by (c O) ,

Eq. (3.11) may be transformed into a form where T is replaced by geometric

height, z,
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1 1

r.- -ar -- -• - ± " (3.12)

where = T/ , == u/(c 9)2, f ( =r/(c 9) 2 and similarly for , , and
p P

q, . In the case when the Ogura-Phillips (1962) anelastic approximation

can be applied, the somewhat cumbersome scaled velocities can be elimi-

nated and 9 linearized so that Eq. (3.12) becomes

"*^ , d/- L/- .__. j - (> _ )
_e--'7 ÷ - - (3.13)

where 9 is a constant reference potential temperature and = P (z) is

a hydrostatically consistent density field. Finally, by introducing an

approximate thermodynamic definition for equivalent potential tempera-

ture, e, in the form (which replaces Eq. (3.10))

Lt ^ -CpI^ -d~jt) (3.14)
e

we may write a similar equation for the case when water phase changes are

occurring, as

._ • .rT  P _ -L
(3.15)

where L is the latent heat of condensation and q is the mixing ratio of

water vapor.

Equation (3.11) is essentially similar to one of Yih's (1965, p. 121), while

Eq. (3.12) is similar to Claus's (1964) Eq.(7) with the addition of the swirling
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flow. Their validity is limited, of course, to conditions when transients

and viscosity or turbulence can be ignored. They are of the form of

Helmholtz equations, but with nondifferential parts which depend on

the boundary conditions and may be highly nonlinear or even tabulated.

Solutions may be discontinuous in certain ways, and if the resulting

discontinuities are unacceptable the original equations must be dis-

carded, at least in that aspect. The density divisor in the vorticity

terms is inconvenient although in practice it could probably be evaluated

as . (z). For simplicity in subsequent discussion, however, we will

deal with Eq. (3.13) in its shallow layer (Boussinesq) approximation

with considered a constant.

The first boundary condition to be applied is that for potential

temperature in the outer environment. Considering the case when

r- e we see that the function on the right of Eq. (3.13) may be

written as

+- co & (3.16)

where z i (Y) is the height of the ' streamline at infinite radius. Thus

Eq. (3.13) becomes

+ 0 (.-Z (3,17)
V
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Here the constant density term has been eliminated by redefining the

stream function such that

D ar (3.18)

A particularly interesting family of solutions arises when the vor-

ticity term in Eq. (3.17) can be ignored. By following through the pre-

vious derivation it can be verified that ignoring this term is consis-

tent with assuming cyclostrophic and hydrostatic balance in the original

partial differential system. Later it is shown that the approximation

is valid over significantly large regions of the total solution. If

applied generally it leads to a simple relation for the shape of the

outflow streamlines, i.e.

SL (3.19)

where G can be determined from lower boundary conditions. Under this as-

sumption the outflow streamlines approach their level of equilibrium po-

tential temperature asymptotically. Inclusion of the vorticity term may

lead to some tendency for streamlines to overshoot the equilibrium level

and to oscillate about it in the form of standing gravity waves.

Returning to the complete equation, (3.17), we may now use lower

boundary conditions to evaluate the functional relations between , 9 ,

and (J. If we were attempting to obtain a complete solution to an ob-

served vortex flow for which the tangential and vertical velocity and

potential temperature were known at the top of the boundary layer, the

required relations could be entered as tabulated functions. For illustration
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we choose, however, about the simplest plausible relationship between

the tangential and vertical velocity fields at the lower boundary,

namely the Charney-Eliassen (1949) assumption that

J" = -- at = ° (3.20)

where is the vertical component of vorticity and is an effective

boundary depth. This relation holds exactly only for an Ekman bound-

ary layer but appears to be a reasonably good approximation for Chang's

laboratory experiments, with = 1.4 cm, or for Hoecker's tornado data

with A = 20m. Since rf=~Pbr and rw = - 3 / r, Eq. (3.20) leads to an

expression suitable for incorporation into Eq. (3.17) of the form

° (3.21)

The appropriate form for the last term of Eq. (3.17) depends on how

buoyancy is generated. Our specification is arbitrary and not unique but

is intended to crudely simulate a dust devil situation. The last term is

expanded into

_ 4 , d-k o (3.22)

Since potential temperature is continuous with that of the environment,

dg/dz, is expressible in terms of the desired environmental stability.

A reasonable and analytically simple environment is defined by a static

stability which is zero at the ground and increases linearly with height,

so that

w)i hm i (3.23)

where Q(z) is the environmental potential temperature. Thus we also have
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(3.24)

The height H is that level where the environmental potential temperature

is equal to m, which is chosen as the maximum in the core of themax

vortex. Thus H is the equilibrium height of the warmest streamline.

We now define a scaling radius, r , as
o

(94H c9r/&)/
(3.25)

This is the radius of the maximum tangential velocity in a Rankine vor-

tex after assuming cyclostrophic and hydrostatic equilibrium. Upon sub-

stitution of Eqs. (3.24), (3.25) and (3.21) into (3.22) and thence into

(3.17) the latter becomes

where = - and ro is the

The form of the term in parentheses

at z , = 0 and P and ( must vanish

The s implest assumpt ion is that the

or that . .

^ 1 o (3.26)

angular momentum at z = 0, r-- co .

is arbitrary excepting that (= ~(

at the warmest streamline, z , H.

term is constant, equal to -H /

(3.27)

where the latter equality comes from Eq. (3.24). Equation (3.26) may

BHiS~

I:- i --
C~)h;L
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now be written as a nonlinear Helmholtz equation in the form

+.... + - -+ V - -0
SH * (3.28)

Before proceeding to solutions of this equation we note that if the

first term is neglected, the solution is of the form of Eq. (3.19)

2
with G = r H. To this order of approximation therefore the assumed

o

form of Eq. (3.27) requires that the outflow streamlines all are parallel.

It is useful to write Eq. (3,28) in dimensionless form, in which r and z

are scaled by their characteristic length scales, r and H, thus obtaining
0

S' (3.29)

where x = r/r , = z/H and = s/'. P = P /flo . We now see that the

character of the solution may be largely determined by the ratios of

the radial, boundary and total vortex height scales. The factor on the

radial part of the Laplacian is probably of order 0.1, since observations

indicate that the boundary layer is a little smaller than the vortex

radius. The other part of the vorticity term is clearly negligible, since

(/ /H)2 is of order 10" 6 . This simplifies the solution of Eq. (3.29)

greatly, since it now becomes an ordinary differential equation with the

scaled height only present as a parameter.

Equation (3.29) is to be solved over a semi-infinite range in x

from some possibly nonzero radius at which • vanishes. We therefore

transform x into a new coordinate with a finite range. A convenient

choice is
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= tan (x2) . (3.30)

The differential equation (neglecting the -derivative term) then

becomes

£Z s'.lp-[(,~.o 1+ <I't-]T° /2,

(3.31)

The derivative term becomes very small in the vicinity of = =1/2. It

can be shown that the deviations of the solution from that obtained by

ignoring the first term can be expressed as a power series in - lr/2,

with a leading term of the third order (fourth in the case of = 0).

Equation (3.31) has been solved by a combination finite difference

method. In the region near = T/2 the solution was obtained as a

small deviation from the solution neglecting vorticity by iteration of

the equation in the form

(3.32)

where (n) is the n'th iterate. The derivative term was approximated

by centered differences, using 900 intervals in . After starting with

an initial guess (o) = 0, the method converged adequately for large

(about 800 and greater) in 10 iterations. From this point the remainder

of the solution was obtained by marching with the second order difference

equation toward lower values of f. This process remained stable and the

solution well defined all the way to j = 0. Figure 6 is a map of the
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solution for and 9 as functions of r and z for the case f/r = 0.2,

corresponding to a dust devil boundary layer of Im. Figures 7 and 8

show radial profiles of , O , v and w at the lower boundary. The

profile for the solution with the derivative term ignored is also

shown on Fig. 7. This solution is obtained by neglecting the 4-vor-

ticity term in Eq. (3.28).

Inspection of the profiles and flow patterns suggests that the

solution for the tangential velocity bears a reasonable resemblance

to the flows observed by Sinclair, Hoecker, Chang, etc. except in the

inner region of negative angular momentum. More significantly, per-

haps, we see that the vertical velocity profiles also look reasonable,

although considerably more sharply peaked than in real data. We as-

sume the following dust devil parameters, based roughly on Sinclair's

measurements: r = 75 m2/sec, H = 2000m, d~max = 0.01. For thesemax o

the nominal radius scale r equals 5.3m and the nominal tangential ve-

locity scale, 1. /r , is 14 m/sec. The present solution assumes a nomi-

nal boundary depth of 1m and leads to predicted maximum tangential and

vertical velocities of 9.4 and 7.3 m/sec, respectively. All of these

values are at = 0, the top of the boundary layer.

Since we do not accept the existence of either negative values of

angular momentum or finite values on the axis we must reject the solu-

tions, and consequently the basic inviscid equations from which they

arise, near and inside the radius corresponding to (= 0. It is impor-

tant to note, however, that nothing very catastrophic happens in this

inner "forbidden" region. All important physical quantities remain

bounded and of generally small variation except close to the axis. The
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potential temperature remains of nearly constant amplitude in the

inner region, which is especially important since its value above

the sloping vortex affects the pressure and tangential velocity

below. In the upper part of the inner region we note an increasing

number of bands of alternating sign in the velocity fields as

S- 1. These appear to be of the nature of standing gravity waves

which also involve the tangential velocity because of the assumed

proportionality between t and ' . There is no hint of oscillatory

behavior of the solution outside the outer zero in .

In order to further examine the effect of this somewhat arbitrary

functional specification between angular momentum and stream function,

we have solved Eq. (3.31) for several other values of /r . Fig. 9
0

is an example of the solution for ( and & at z = 0 for S/r = 1. In
0

this case, and for all values of S/r greater than about 0.4, r and

the tangential velocity remain positive for all radii. The qualita-

tive implication here is that when the ratio of the boundary layer

depth to the vortex radius becomes too great (as a result of an in-

creased drag coefficient, perhaps) then the vertical velocity maximum

moves into the center of the vortex. Outward radial turbulent fluxes

must then be more heavily relied on to maintain bounded velocities near

the origin. The trend here is reminiscent of Hoecker's tornado profiles

immediately above the boundary layer, although at a higher altitude

the single upward tornado jet divides into a ring-shaped jet like that

of the solutions for low & /r . Evidently the complications of the

real tornado remain somewhat beyond the capabilities of the present model.
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One of our motivations in obtaining the above described numeri-

cal solution of Eq. (3.31) was to test how well the complete solution

was approximated by that of the hydrostatic and cyclostrophic (H-C)

approximation, in which the Y( -vorticity term is ignored. The results

show that the approximation is quite good for radii greater than that

of the maximum tangential velocity. Inside that radius the H-C model

solutions for stream function and tangential velocity drop off too

sharply, exhibiting infinite slopes (infinite 4YC-vorticity) at.the

q = i= 0 radius, which is itself somewhat too large. In general

the H-C model appears to be a good qualitative first approximation

to the complete solution and may be very useful in cases when it is

difficult to obtain a complete solution.

Near and inside the f = 0= 0 streamline of the complete solu-

tion we assume that the flow is strongly affected by friction, es-

pecially that associated with radial shear of the vertical velocity.

This shear is of the same magnitude as the stabilizing rotation rate

and in addition contains a point of inflection on each side of the

vertical velocity maximum. This region may therefore be expected to

contain significant turbulent energy. An important effect of the

turbulence will be the entrainment of some of the otherwise stagnant

fluid within the core into the updraft. Continuity requires replace-

ment of this air by a downdraft within the vortex core. Some evi-

dence points to the frequent existence of downdraft cores in tornadoes,

waterspouts and dust devils. When a downdraft core exists it will

initiate at about the same altitude as the innermost outflow stream-

line. In a noncondensing vortex flow its potential temperature should
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then be about the same as that of that innermost streamline. Since

the downdraft air probably has little or no angular momentum, however,

the tangential velocity should decrease more rapidly inside its maxi-

mum than in the Rankine vortex. Hoecker's data (Fig. 3) shows defi-

nite indications of such a rapid drop-off as well as of a downdraft

in the core above the lowest levels.

In a conditionally unstable atmosphere where the condensation

heating occurs in the updraft region of the vortex, the downdraft

will undergo additional adiabatic heating and become much warmer,

in the lower levels, than its ascending surroundings. The warm,

dry eye is a well known element of the structure of tropical cy-

clones, with essentially the same dynamic explanation as given above.

In the tornado case the dry downdraft, if commonly present, constitutes

an important element of the dynamic structure, which we consider in

greater detail in the next section.

4. THE ENERGY SOURCE

In the previous development it has been assumed that tornadoes

and other strong atmospheric vortices are governed by the same equa-

tions of fluid mechanics as less intense meteorological disturbances.

The extremely high energy densities apparently present in severe tor-

nadoes have led other investigators (Colgate 1967, Rossow 1966) to

look for possible nonthermodynamic energy sources, particularly those

involving electrical interactions. We intend to demonstrate that nor-

mal thermodynamics are apparently capable, with a moderate margin of

assurance, of explaining the maximum intensities commonly observed. It
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is not thereby implied that important electrical interactions do not

sometimes exist, nor even that they are unnecessary for explaining the

most extreme tornadoes. The available fund of observational knowledge

is far too sparse for such categorical statements.

The essential calculations involve estimating the surface pressure

deficit near the radius of maximum velocity. The radial velocity equa-

tion is very strongly dominated by the cyclostrophic terms. This is

easily demonstrated within the context of the solution of the previous

section by first writing Eq. (3.1) in its Boussinesq approximation

form as

Sr ^ r v (4.1)

Then after applying the scaling in terms of ro, H and ( , and making

use of the functional relationship Eq. (3.21) assumed to satisfy bound-

ary conditions, Eq. (4.1) may be written as

VH ^ /a W (4.2)

This shows that the noncyclostrophic terms on the right are of order

106 smaller than those on the left. If we similarly evaluate the non-

hydrostatic terms in the vertical equation of motion, written in its

Boussinesq form as

a -^ aa. , (4.3)
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we obtain

"W Yo L  (4.4)

The hydrostatic approximation is much less perfectly fulfilled than that

of cyclostrophic balance since r 4.C H. The nonhydrostatic terms are

still probably an order of magnitude smaller than the pressure gradient,

except in the boundary layer, where Hoecker's data show extreme vertical

accelerations. We conclude that for the special solution obtained in the

previous section, the surface pressure and tangential velocity can be

equated, to a first approximation, to that calculated from the integrated

hydrostatic and cyclostrophic equations. We assume that this conclusion

applies also to the more complex tornado case, as has been previously

assumed by Fulks (1962), Gray (1969) and other authors. The deviation

of surface pressure from the integrated hydrostatic values is probably

of the order of 10%.
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W• propose therefore to est imatesurface .pressure deficits by

assuming parcel ascent and descent soundings in the outer ascending

and postulated inner descending portions of a tornado vortex, If the

shape of the streamlines is similar to those of Fig6. 6 it is evident

that the most intense portion of the boundary layer will lie under

the region of descent, as is indicated by Hoecker's profiles. The

descent region therefore apparently contributes in an important way

to the extreme local concentration of energy-consuming process.

Over the last decade a large number of radiosonde ascents have

been obtained in reasonably close time and space proximity to tornadoes.

Wills (1969) has collected and analyzed many of those sounding

data. In that study, as well as several others made previously (Fawbush

& Miller 1952) it is found that the typical midwest pre-tornado environ-

ment is highly conditionally unstable above a relatively shallow moist

layer, with a weak inversion separating the moisture from the instability

region. As the tornado and its parent meso-scale squall line system ap-

proaches, it is believed that an increasing low level convergence field

eliminates the inversion and enhances the instability. Figure 10 is a

sounding taken at Watonga, Oklahoma at 1700 CST, 5 June 1966, approxi-

mately one hour before a tornado passed within sight of the station.

Soundings were also taken at 1830 CST at other stations at great distances,

40 miles and more south and southeast of the same tornado. The more distant
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stations show the typical pre-tornado inversion near 850 mbs, but

in the Watonga case sufficient synoptic and meso-scale lifting had

occurred that virtually all trace of the inversion was removed.

Figure 10 illustrates one of the most unstable soundings likely

to be encountered in the atmosphere, with a surface temperature of

32 C at a surface pressure of 960 mbs and an average lapse rate to

240 mbs of about 8.2 deg/km. The sounding did not, unfortunately,

extend above 240 mbs, but has been extrapolated above that from com-

parison with other nearby stations. A tornado surface pressure cal-

culation was made on the basis of an assumed dry adiabatic ascent to

the condensation pressure, a 780 mbs, and an undiluted moist adiabatic

ascent from there to the intersection with the ambient sounding. This

leads to the maximum energy release, and consequently the maximum sur-

face pressure deficit, that can be produced by moist adiabatic lifting.

A second calculation was made on the basis of isothermal inflow

through the lowest 70 mbs. The heat of frictional dissipation has

been suggested by Fujita (1960) as possibly contributing to the ef-

ficiency of the tornado system, and the upper limit on such heating

can be easily shown to correspond to isothermal inflow in the fric-

tion layer. The two hypothetical vortex soundings are also plotted

on Fig. 10. It may be noted that although the initial heating pro-

duced by the dissipation effect is large, it is partially compensated

by the greater depth of dry adiabatic lifting before saturation.

The saturation pressure is in this way reduced to 710 mbs.
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The surface pressure deficit in the tornado was computed to be

45 mbs for the adiabatic case and 67 mbs for that with frictional

heating. The latter value is in the range of that calculated by

Hoecker to exist in the center of the Dallas tornado. It should be

noted, however, that for the frictional heating case the condensa-

tion level predicted from Fig. 10, and therefore the visible funnel,

would be considerably above the ground and about equal to that of

the ambient cloud. This result seems unlikely for a strong tornado.

Figures 11 (a)-(d) are a sequence of photographs of one of the tor-

nadoes in the squall line in Oklahoma on 5 June (not, however, the

one closest to Watonga). Considerable dust and debris obscures the

funnel in the later photographs, but it appears that the condensa-

tion surface must extend at least halfway to the ground.

A much higher vortex temperature, and therefore much lower sur-

face hydrostatic pressure, will result from the postulated dry adia-

batic descent in the core. The corresponding parcel sounding is

also shown on Fig. 10. The surface pressure deficit for this case

is *120 mbs assuming adiabatic inflow and , 135 mbs with isothermal

inflow through the first 70 mbs. The surface temperaturesunder the

downdraft are 600C and 680C, respectively. From Hoecker's data it

is clear that the inflow air penetrates to the center of the vortex

in the boundary layer, so that the extreme temperatures postulated

above would not actually be measured by a surface-based instrument.

Whether such an undiluted descent actually occurs lies within the
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realm of speculation, but even if it is reduced 50% by dilution,

the calculated surface pressure deficit will still be near 90 mbs

corresponding to a maximum tangential speed of the order of 100 m/sec.

Thus it appears that the existence of the dry downflow makes possible

the velocities observed by Hoecker and somewhat higher values under

varying conditions of stability. A result of this reasoning is the

prediction that a relatively stable, say almost moist adiabatic,

atmosphere will produce nearly as strong a vortex as the extremely

unstable one illustrated here, since the downdraft heating is equally

large in that case.

Observationally, Wills has found little correlation between

environmental stability and tornado formation, within the limits which

allow development of the intense meso-scale squall systems in which

tornadoes are imbedded.

5. TORNADO GENESIS AND THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM SOURCE

This study has dealt principally with the energetics of the

mature, quasi-steady-state tornado. There are many current theories

of the mechanisms of formation (Fulks 1962, Bates 1968, Wills 1969).

For fairly obvious reasons most of the theories are oriented around

the problem of a rotation source. The existence and mechanism of

concentration of angular momentum seems to be a key factor deter-

mining whether a strong vortex is to be formed and maintained. It

has been commonly suggested that vertical shear in the middle and

upper troposphere has a major bearing on the genesis conditions. The
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dominating importance of boundary layer inflow seems to require,

however, that in the fully developed state the tornado must draw

most of its angular momentum supply from its low level environment.

Figure 12 is a schematic illustration of the available sources

of angular momentum and how a tornado may make use of them. Since

apparently all or nearly all strong tornadoes rotate in the cyclonic

sense we assume that the ultimate source of rotation is the earth's

Coriolis acceleration. The earth has an angular momentum about a

2 -4
given point of P = fr2 /2, where f is the Coriolis parameter, 10

-1
sec in middle latitudes. This source is illustrated in Fig. 12

by the outer diagonal. Since tornadoes are observed (Lewis & Perkins

1952, Hoecker 1960, Dergarabedian & Fendell 1969) to have angular mo-

3 42
menta of the order of 10 - 10 m /sec, it is apparently necessary to

concentrate air from a 5-15 km radius into the center of the vortex.

In most or probably all tornado situations a major portion of the

concentration is initially accomplished in the formation of a rotating

meso-low system with a typical angular velocity of the order of

-3 -2 -l
10 to 102 sec (Fujita 1965). In this way the required radius

from which the tornado must draw its inflow supply is reduced to 0.3

5 3
to 3 km. The rate of volume inflow in the Dallas tornado is 1.7*10 m /sec

3 2
and Pr = 4.4*10 m /sec. If the inflow occurs in a 50m average boundary

layer depth, it requires about 10 min before air at 1 km radius can be

sucked into the vortex. Thus it appears that a strong updraft must be

maintained for a considerable time in a region of very high local

vorticity concentration in order to produce a significant tornado.
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On the other hand once a vortex is well-formed, provided the meso-

low circulation and warm air supply can be maintained, the in-flow

area of the tornado will continue to expand. This expansion will

bring in air with greater angular momentum and lead to an increase

in the vortex diameter.

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this study we have attempted to establish three important

points. First it is shown in Section 2 that observational data

for the boundary layers in both a tornado and a turbulent labora-

tory vortex are inconsistent with a fundamental assumption of some

previous vortex theories, namely that the angular momentum budget

consists of a balance between mean flow concentration and radial

eddy flux dispersion. The data suggest, rather, that

boundary layer drag is of first order importance. Section 3 is

basically devoted to making the second point, that a solution of

the inviscid equations of atmospheric dynamics is a useful approxi-

mation to vortex behavior. Its greatest advantage over existing

viscous flow solutions is that it allows incorporation of the im-

portant boundary conditions. The third point, dealt with in Sec-

tion 4, is that typical tornado amplitudes can be rationalized in

terms of ordinary meteorological thermodynamic concepts if the notion

of a warm dry central downdraft, similar to that in a hurricane eye,

is accepted as part of the tornado mechanism.
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It is undeniable that some of the conclusions of Sections 2

and 4 are based on marginal data. -In the author's opinion there

is fully adequate scientific, and probably adequate economic, jus-

tification for mounting a much stronger observational attack on

tornado structure than has yet been attempted. Yet such research

is almost certain to be costly, and may be sometimes physically

dangerous. It is important to ask the right questions and measure

the most definitive parameters.

Most current studies of tornado dynamics agree that the core of

a tornado above the boundary must be potentially very warm compared

to its environment, with a &-increment of order 20-300K. Direct

evidence of this strong heating is urgently desired, together.with

indications as to whether the heating occurs by means of the dry

adiabatic descent, as postulated here, or by electrical heating.

The flow structure of the middle and upper levels of the tornado

circulation is also completely unknown observationally, although

its importance is probably secondary to the temperature structure.

Of equal importance to the thermal structure, however, is further

observational data on the boundary layer winds, both mean flow

and turbulence. Although Hoecker's data is very valuable, the

circumstances which produced the large amounts of photographic debris

may be rather unusual and lead to biased views of the typical struc-

ture. Finally it is necessary to study in more detail the formation

of the central downdraft (if it exists). Laboratory studies and ob-

servations on dust devils and waterspouts may be of benefit here.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Mean low level tangential (a) and vertical (b) wind

velocities in the Dallas tornado of 1957 (from Hoecker

1960). Velocities are in miles/hour.

Fig. 2 Mean fluxes and eddy flux accumulations of angular mo-

mentum (relative to earth) as determined from Hoecker's

data of Fig. 1. The flux magnitudes and directions across

each cylindrical volume are indicated by the arrow lengths

and directions. The net accumulations (positive) or de-

ficits (negative) due to eddy flux convergence or diver-

gence, respectively, are enumerated for each volume in

2 2
units of ton m /sec . Column and row summations are shown

to right and below.

Fig. 3 Radial profiles of tangential velocity at several levels,

with computed values of vertical vorticity and calculated

irrotational vortex profiles for comparison (from Hoecker

1960).

Fig. 4 Mean boundary layer tangential (a) and radial (b) flow

velocities in a laboratory vortex (from Chang 1969). Ve-

locities are in ft/sec.

Fig. 5 Mean fluxes and eddy flux accumulations of angular momentum/

unit mass computed from Chang's data. Accumulation values

6 5 2
are in units of 10 cm /sec .

Fig. 6 Isolines of stream function, k , (solid) and potential tem-

perature, &, (dashed) in units of their maximum amplitudes
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as computed from numerical solution of Eqs. (3.31) and

(3.27). Radial and vertical coordinates are in units

of nominal vortex radial (r ) and height (H) scales.

The solution is intended to simulate a dust devil vortex,

for which r and H are estimated to be 5.3m and 2000m,o

respectively. The solution is obtained for the case of

S, the nominal boundary layer depth, equal to 0.2r
0

Fig. 7 Radial profiles of . and & at z = 6 for conditions de-

scribed in Fig. 6 caption. The hydrostatic and cyclo-

strophic (H-C)solution for ( , obtained by neglecting

the L -vorticity term of Eq. (3.31), is also shown where

it diverges from the complete solution.

Fig. 8 Radial profiles of tangential velocity, f , and vertical

velocity, wat z = (, for the same condition. The

nominal velocity scale is estimated to be 14 m/sec.

Fig. 9 Radial profiles of (' and at z = f for S/r = 1.

Fig. 10 A pre-tornado sounding (skew T, log p base) from Watonga,

Oklahoma at 1700 CST, 5 June 1966. Postulated indraft

and updraft tornado sounding curves have been plotted for

both adiabatic and isothermal inflow, with the condensation

; pressure determined from humidity in the lowest few hun-

dred meters. Core downdraft soundings are also shown. :

Updraft is assumed to follow the moist adiabatic curve and

downdraft that of dry adiabatic descent.
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Fig. 11 A sequence of tornado photographs taken at Enid, Oklahoma

at about 6:30 pm CST, 5 June 1966.

Fig. 12 Angular momentum about a point on the earth's surface at

45 N as a function of radial distance for tornado develop-

ment within a meso-cyclone. Data and form of presentation

adapted from Fujita (1965).
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